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Abstract
Key words: Mixed graphical Markov models ; Genetics ; evQTLs
Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) son lugares polimo´rficos del ADN que aportan una fraccio´n
de la variabilidad de la expresio´n ge´nica. Encontrar eQTLs en el ADN, conocido comu´nmente
como mapear eQTLs, permite determinar la cantidad de control gene´tico de la expresio´n ge´nica,
contribuyendo a mejorar nuestra comprensio´n de la regulacio´n ge´nica. Esta tarea, sin embargo,
se afronta comunmente buscando los eQTLs que afectan a la media de los niveles de expresio´n
u´nicamente. Sin embargo, se ha observado recientemente que la variacio´n gene´tica puede no so´lo
afectar a la media, sino tambie´n a la varianza de fenotipos. En una reciente publicacio´n se ha de-
sarrollado una metodologı´a para mapear redes de eQTL, que proporciona una representacio´n estruc-
turada del control gene´tico de las redes de genes representadas por grafos no dirigidos. Este enfoque
se basa en una clase de modelos estadı´sticos multivariados con una interpretacio´n gra´fica, llamados
modelos gra´ficos mixtos de Markov -GMMs- (Lauritzen, 1996), y ma´s concretamente, en GMMs
mixtos homoge´neos, que asumen que las variantes gene´ticas afectan so´lo a las medias de los valores
de expresio´n. En este proyecto, extendemos esta metodologı´a para GMMs mixtos heteroge´neos para
habilitar la bu´squeda de variantes gene´ticas que no so´lo afectan a la media de los niveles de expresio´n
ge´nica, sino tambie´n a su varianza, y que se conocen comunmente como evQTLs.
Abstract
Keywords: Mixed graphical Markov models ; Genetics ; evQTLs
Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) are polymorphic sites in the DNA that account for a frac-
tion of the gene expression variability. Finding eQTLs in the DNA, commonly known as mapping
eQTLs, allows one to determine the amount of genetic control of gene expression, contributing to
improve our understanding of gene regulation. This task however, is tipically done searching for
eQTLs that affect mean expression levels only. It has been recently observed, however, that ge-
netic variation can not only affect the mean but also the variance of phenotypes (Ro¨nnegard and
Valdar, 2011; Brown et al., 2014). In a recent publication (Tur, Roverato and Castelo, 2014), it has
been introduced a methodology to map eQTL networks, which provide a structured representation
of the genetic control of gene networks represented by undirected graphs. This approach is based
on a class of multivariate statistical models with a graphical interpretation, called mixed graphical
Markov models -GMMs- (Lauritzen, 1996), and more concretely, on homogeneous mixed GMMs
which assume that genetic variants affect mean expression values only. In this project, we extend
this methodology to heterogeneous mixed GMMs to enable finding genetic variants that not only
affect the mean expression levels of the genes, but also their variance, and are commonly known as
evQTLs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1. Objectives
The main purpose of this project is to develop an statistical method that allows us to find
genetic markers affecting the variance of the RNA expression of a gene, even if those mark-
ers do not affect the mean of the gene.
To this end, we focus on the theory of graphical Markov models ([1] and [3]), and we have
as concrete objectives:
1. To study the theory of graphical models and its application to mixed data formed by
discrete (genotypes) and continuous (gene expression) variables.
2. To develop an statistical method for the test of variances in the context of graphical
models.
3. To implement in R ([5]) the previously developed methods.
4. To verify the correct operation of these methods in simulated data.
5. To apply these methods to a real dataset of genotyping and expression data of yeast.
6. To investigate whether any of the genes and its markers presenting a difference in
variance can be explained by the effect of epistasis.
2. Outline
The work in this thesis is presented in the following way:
• In chapter 2 we introduce some basic concepts from genetics, and pay special atten-
tion to genetic markers and Quantitative Trait Locus (QTL).
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• The most theoretical part of the thesis is shown in chapter 3 where we provide all the
tools needed to understand the models that we are going to create. Concretely we
explain the most important concepts for our purposes about graph theory, conditional
and marginal independence as well as undirected Gaussian Markov models.
• We tackle the challenge of creating models for the discovery of new relationships
between discrete and continuous variables in chapter 4. For this purpose we use the
theory of mixed graphical Markov models ([1], [3]), and adapt it to our main objec-
tive of finding evQTLs in a concrete case: the two vertex mixed graph.
• Finally, in chapter 5 we apply the adapted models to a real yeast dataset, expose the
obtained results, and discuss our findings.
• In annexes, one can find the programs that we created in R to the development of this
thesis, as well as other interesting features such as some additional figures and tables
that we do not present in chapter 5.
Chapter 2
Introduction to Genetics
DNA is a molecule that carries the genetic instructions used in the development, function-
ing and reproduction of all living organisms. Even though the study of genetics started
in the 19th-century, it was in the 20th century that was determined that the DNA had a
double-helix structure with two strands of nucleotides that contain the genetic informa-
tion. Concretely it was shown that there were four kind of nucleotides forming the DNA:
cytosine (C), guanine (G), adenine (A) and thymine (T) that are connected through co-
valent bonds.
Not all the regions of the DNA have the same quantity of information. There are regions
that encode proteins, named genes, that are the molecular units of heredity. Every species,
in general, has diverse variations (mutations) in many of its genes. Genes are the main
study objective in genetics, since it is known that many disorders are caused because of
some of this mutations.
1. Genotypes and Phenotypes
The concept of genotype refers to the genetic information that possesses a single organ-
ism. The genotype, in conjunction with external factors affecting the DNA of the organism
determine what is known as the phenotype of that organism, that is, the composite of an
organism’s observable characteristics or traits.
The DNA is packaged and organized into chromosomes, which form the genome of the
organism.
The organisms can be characterized by the number of copies of each of its chromosomes.
This way we can talk about haploid or polyploid organisms, depending on if the subject
has just one or more than one paired sets of chromosomes. In polyploid organisms (such
as humans, which are a diploid species), the genotype refers to the combination of alleles
that have the individual, being able to distinguish between homozygous and heterozygous
genotypes. An allele is defined as one of a number of alternative forms of the same gene
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or same genetic locus.
In biology, polymorphism is said to occur when two or more clearly different phenotypes
exist in the same population of a species. In genetics, a gene is said to be polymorphic if
more than one allele occupies that gene’s locus within a population. Usually a change in a
certain gene will produce a change in the organism’s observable phenotypic trait (such as
eye color), although it is not always a direct correlation between genotype and phenotype.
For instance, a concrete phenotype can be the result of several genotypes.
Many traits are quantitative in nature, such as blood pressure, milk yield and number of
seeds produced per plant. Many phenotypes such as eye color or cancer tumor aggressive-
ness may not be strictly quantitative, but may be studied by a derived quantitative measure,
for instance grading tumors by aggressiveness on a scale of 1 to 4 by examining tumor
biopsies.
The central dogma of molecular biology states: DNA is transcribed into RNA (transcrip-
tion), and RNA is translated into protein (translation), and this process is not reversible.
This process is known as gene expression
2. Genetic Markers
In genetics it is usual to compare an individual genome to what is known as the reference
genome of this species. A reference genome is a specific DNA set of chromosomes con-
sidered as representative of a species.
We can distinguish between two main kind of variants:
1. Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP): A change of a single nucleotide with respect
to the reference genome.
2. Insertion/Deletion (Indel): A insertion or deletion of one or more nucleotides in the
DNA sequence with respect to the reference genome.
A genetic marker is a position in the genome for which we measure its genotype. The study
of the genetic markers helps to understand diseases induced by a mutation in the DNA, and
even to investigate if an individual is or not susceptible to develop an specific disease.
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3. QTL
A quantitative trait locus (QTL) is a region in the DNA of an organism that correlates
with variation in a quantitative phenotype (quantitative trait). QTLs are mapped by identi-
fying which polymorphic regions in the genome correlate with an observed trait.
This can be accomplished by looking for associations between the variation of a genetic
marker and the variation of a quantitative trait (QT) of interest.
Thus, the fundamental idea underlying QTL mapping is to associate genotype and pheno-
type in a population exhibiting genetic and phenotypic variation.
Knowledge of the number, locations, effects and identities of such genetic loci can lead to
new biological insights, making QTL an interesting tool to understand the genetic compo-
nent of phenotypic variability.
One can divide phenotypes into higher-order and molecular phenotypes, but since we are
interested in the second ones, we focus on QTLs corresponding to molecular phenotypes,
which can be divided into two main groups:
• eQTL: Quantitative trait loci that affect the gene expression levels of a phenotype.
• evQTL: Quantitative trait loci associated with changes in the variability of gene ex-
pression.
4. Epistasis
One of the most interesting applications of finding markers affecting the variance of a gene
expression is to identify possible epistatic effects.
Epistasis is a phenomenon that consist of the effect of one gene being dependent on the
presence of one or more modifier genes. Epistatic mutations have different effects in com-
bination that individually. This effect is due to interactions, either between genes, or within
them leading to non-additive effects.
Biologically, this kind of interactions are consistent with a variety of scenarios, includ-
ing the locus being a key regulator that confers robustness of the phenotype to changes in
background genetics, or a highly specific incompatibility between two QTL that destabi-
lizes physiology. Another explanation is that the action of the locus is, under one genotype
more than another, strongly affected by an unmodeled environmental exposure (eg, smok-
ing behavior) ([9]).
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Since the number of possible combinations between genes and genetic markers is ex-
tremely big, it is computationally challenging to consider all of them in order to look for
epistatic effects. A faster way for looking for it is to consider variance dependence between
markers and gene expression, as shown in [9] (see Figure 1).
In this way, it is not necessary to look at all possible combinations, but only at those show-
ing a variance dependence.
Fig. 1. (Ro¨nnegard and Valdar BMC Genetics 2012, 13:63, figure 1);
Relation between a vQTL and an epistatic interaction: Panel (a) plots
phenotype values in arbitrary units for a population of 500 outbred
individuals stratified by genotype at a hypothetical vQTL. Panel (b)
shows how the pattern in (a) could have arisen through a simple (mean-
controlling) epistatic interaction with a second locus, possibly on another
chromosome, that segregates two genotypes (black and gray).
Chapter 3
Introduction to Graphical Models
1. Introduction
Graphical models are probabilistic models for which a graph encodes the conditional inde-
pendence structure between random variables. In order to work with them it is necessary to
look into two main fields in mathematics: graph theory and multivariate statistics. In this
chapter we introduce those two fields and combine them in what is known as ”undirected
Gaussian graphical Markov models”.
This chapter gives a short introduction to graphical models, that are the main tool that we
will use in future chapters.
2. Graph Theory
Here, we introduce the concepts of graph theory we need in the rest of this thesis.
A graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E) comprising a set V of vertices and a set E of edges
connecting them. If all edges have no orientation the graph is undirected, and otherwise it
is a directed graph. A mixed graph is a graph with two or more types of vertices.
Two vertices α, β ∈ V are adjacent if there exists and edge between them in G. The
boundary of a vertex v ∈ V , bd(v) is the set of all vertices of G which are adjacent to v.
Graphs are often used as a method of representation of other fields such as social networks
or biology, making them a very useful tool. In this project we are interested in mixed
graphs, since we are going to study graphs with discrete and continuous vertices. More
concretely, we will use mixed undirected graphs.
Definition 1. A graph G = (V, E) is complete if every pair of vertices α, β ∈ V are adjacent
in G, that is, (α, β) ∈ E.
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A path in a graph is a sequence of edges which connects a sequence of vertices that are
(except possibly the first and last) distinct. The length of the path is the number of edges
needed to go from the first vertex of the path to the last one. In a directed graph, a path is
again a sequence of edges which connects a sequence of vertices, but with the restriction
that all edges point in the same direction.
Definition 2. If the first and last vertices in a path are the same, it is said to be a cycle.
A cycle chord is an edge between two non-consecutive vertices of a cycle. A chordless
cycle of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph cycle of length at least four that has no cycle chords.
Definition 3. An undirected graph is triangulated or chordal if every cycle of length at
least four has a chord.
We must note that a graph formed by triangles of vertices does not imply to be triangulated
or chordal. In Figure 1 we see an example of this. For an algorithm referring to check the
chordality of a graph see annex 1.
Fig. 1. Chordality. The graph on the top is formed by triangles and
seems to be triangulated. On the bottom, marked in blue, we can see
a 5-length cycle that is not a cycle chord, since non-consecutive vertices
are not adjacent. The numbering of the vertex is due to the implementa-
tion of the maximum cardinality algorithm (see annex 1)
.
The concept of chordal graph will be essential for our study, since as we will see later,
chordal graphs have important properties for the development of our thesis.
Definition 4. Given a subset A ⊆ V, the subgraph of G = (V, E) induced by A is GA =
(A, EA), where EA = E ∩ (AxA).
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Another important definition for the theory that we will develop later is the concept of
clique. All the models that we will use are based on this concept.
Definition 5. The subset C of V is a clique of V if:
i) C is complete.
ii) for every v ∈ V\C it holds that C ∪ {v} is not complete.
We must say that in graph theory there is a difference between clique and maximum clique,
that is, a clique such that is not contained in any other bigger clique.
Definition 6. In a graph G, a vertex v is simplicial if its boundary bd(v) forms a clique in
G.
It is known that every chordal graph has at least one simplicial vertex. Moreover, a simpli-
cial vertex belongs just to one clique in G.
It is important to note that an undirected graph is uniquely identified by the set C of its
(maximum) cliques. In Figure 2 we see an example of the (maximum) cliques of a graph.
For further details see reference ([6]).
Fig. 2. Cliques. The (maximum) cliques of this graph are: {a, b, c, d},
{c, d, f }, {c, e, f }
From now on, we will no more use the word maximum to refer to cliques. For us cliques
will refer to maximum cliques.
Definition 7. A sequence (C1,C2, ...,Ck) of sets is said to have the running intersection
property if , for all 1 < j ≤ k, there is an i < j such that:
C j ∩ (C1 ∪ ... ∪C j−1) ⊆ Ci
Definition 8. A subset S ⊆ V is said to separate two vertices α, β ∈ V if every path from α
to β intersects S . In such a case we say that S is an (α, β)-separator.
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Let A, B, S be three disjoint subsets of V. S is said to separate A from B if S separates
every vertex in A from every vertex in B. Equivalently, S separates A from B if it is an
(α, β)-separator for every α ∈ A, β ∈ B.
Definition 9. The pair (A, B) of subsets of V, with V = A∪ B is said to form a decomposi-
tion of G if it holds that:
i) A ∩ B separates A\B and B\A in G.
ii) A ∩ B is complete.
A proper decomposition is a decomposition such that A\B , ∅ and B\A , ∅.
A decomposition (A, B) decomposes G into the components GA and GB. A component of G
may, or may not, be further decomposed. If a component does not admit any decomposition
is called prime.
The notions above lead us to the third important definition for this project. This is the
concept of decomposable graph:
Definition 10. An undirected graph G is decomposable if one of the following holds:
i) G is complete.
ii) G admits a proper decomposition (A, B) into decomposable components GA and GB.
We must note that G can be recursively decomposed into its maximal prime components,
as shown in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. Maximum Prime Components. On the bottom we see the maxi-
mum prime components of the graph on the top.
Definition 11. A numbering V = {1, 2, ..., p}, with p = |V |, of the vertices of and undirected
graph G = (V, E) is perfect if for every i = 2, ..., p it holds that
bd(i) ∩ {1, ..., i − 1} is complete in G.
All the definitions until now aimed to deduce the following proposition that is important
through chapters 3 and 4.
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Proposition 1. (see [6]) Given a undirected graph G = (V, E), the following conditions are
equivalent:
i) G is decomposable.
ii) G is chordal.
iii) The prime components of G are all complete.
iv) The vertices of G admit a perfect numbering.
v) The cliques of G can be ordered to satisfy the running intersection property.
From the definition of chordal graph, it follows that complete graphs are chordal, and so
the properties for chordal graphs hold for complete graphs. It also holds that any vertex in
a complete graph is simplicial. As we said, in our thesis we will be interested in chordal
graphs, and more concretely, in complete graphs.
Since in a complete graph all edges belong just to one clique, it holds that a complete graph
with one removed edge is still chordal (see reference [6]).
The proposition above lead us to deduce that any complete graph admits a perfect ordering
of its vertices, and that its cliques satisfy the running intersection property. Moreover, a
complete graph is always decomposable. The same properties hold for complete graphs
with a removed edge, since it is also chordal.
Chordal graphs lead to unique factorizations of the probability density function, and there-
fore, to closed formulas to compute the likelihood function ([1]).
3. Conditional andMarginal Independence of RandomVari-
ables
Here we review the concepts of conditional and marginal independence of random vari-
ables. They will be important notions for us, since we will base all our work in the search
of dependence and independence of variables.
Let X, Y be two random variables that admit a joint density function fXY (x, y).
Definition 12. X is said to be marginally independent of Y if
fXY (x, y) = fX(x) fY (y)
We will denote the marginal independence of X and Y as X y Y.
This definition of marginal independence is equivalent to the two following ones:
• fX|Y (x|y) = fX(x)
• fY |X(y|x) = fY (y)
where fX|Y (x|y) refers to the conditional density function of X given Y .
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Definition 13. Two random variables X, Y are conditionally independent given a third
random variable Z if, for all z such that fZ(z) > 0, it holds:
fXY |Z(x, y|z) = fX|Z(x|z) fY |Z(y, z)
for all x, y.
The conditional independence of X and Y given Z is denoted by X y Y |Z, and the definition
above is equivalent to:
• fXYZ(x, y, z) = fXZ(x, z) fYZ(y, z)/ fZ(z)
• fXYZ(x, y, z) = fX|Z(x|z) fY |Z(y|z) fZ(z)
• fX|YZ(x|y, z) = fX|Z(x|z)
Given four random variables, X, Y , Z and W and an arbitrary measurable function h on the
space of X, conditional independence has the following properties:
1) Symmetry: X y Y |Z ⇒ Y y X|Z
2) Decomposition: X y Y |Z and U = h(X)⇒ U y Y |Z
3) Weak Union: X y Y |Z and U = h(X)⇒ X y Y |(Z,U)
4) Contraction: X y Y |Z and X y W |(Y,Z)⇒ X y (Y,W)|Z
Moreover, if f (x, y, z,w) > 0, it holds the intersection property:
X y Y |(W,Z) and X y W |(Y,Z) ⇒ X y (Y,W)|Z
Conditional and marginal independence can be related with graphs in the following way:
If two variables X and Y are marginally (or conditionally) independent, we will not add an
edge connecting the vertices X and Y . Otherwise (if they are dependent), we will draw an
edge between them.
We must note that depending on what kind of relationships we are looking for, we will just
remove edges related to marginal or conditional independence. We also note that a if we
are interested in conditional independence, adding a random variable to a graph can make
us remove an existing vertex (see Figure 4).
4. Undirected Gaussian Graphical Markov Models
Undirected Graphical Markov Models (GMMs) (reference [1]) are statistical models rep-
resenting probability distributions PV involving a vector XV = X1, ..., Xp of p random vari-
ables indexed by V . Undirected GMMs are determined by undirected graphs G = (V, E)
such that there is one to one correspondence between the vertices of G and the variables in
XV .
There are three important Markov Properties for undirected graphs. The probability distri-
bution of XV is said to satisfy:
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Fig. 4. Conditional and Marginal Independence. On the top we see the
effect of adding a third variable to a 2-vertex graph, considering condi-
tional independence. Care and Survival are marginally dependent, but
adding the variable Clinic we get the graph on the top right, since Care
and Survival are conditionally independent given Clinic. On the bottom
we have the same situation, but considering marginal independence. In
this case, when one adds the third variable, the two initial ones continue
being marginally dependent.
(P) The pairwise Markov Property if it holds that for every pair of random variables in
XV that are not adjacent in G are conditionally independent given all the remaining
variables in XV .
(L) The Local Markov Property if given its boundary, every variable is conditionally
independent of all the remaining variables.
(G) The Global Markov Property if every separation in G implies a corresponding condi-
tional independence between variables in XV .
Mathematically, we can write the Markov properties as:
XV satisfies:
(P) The pairwise Markov Property if ∀{α, β} < G ⇒ Xα y Xβ|XV\{α,β}.
(L) The local Markov Property if ∀α ∈ V it holds that Xα y XV\(bd(α)∪{α})|Xbd(α).
(G) The global Markov Property if given disjoint subsets A, B,C ⊆ V such that C sepa-
rates A from B in G it holds that XA y XB|XC .
It can be proved that it is always true that:
(G) =⇒ (L) =⇒ (P)
Moreover, if the probability distribution of XV is positive and continuous, it holds that:
(G)⇐⇒ (L)⇐⇒ (P)
Definition 14. A probability distribution PV associated to a GMM with an undirected
graph G is said to be Markov with respect to G if it satisfies the Pairwise Markov Property.
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An undirected Gaussian GMM is the family of multivariate normal distributions that are
Markov with respect to a given undirected graph G = (V, E). Therefore, undirected Gauss-
ian Graphical Markov Models allow us to establish a relationship between graphs and
multivariate normal distributions.
Next, we show a way of looking for conditional independence for continuous variables:
Let XV be a multivariate vector of p continuous random variables that follow a p-variate
Gaussian distribution Np(µ,Σ) with mean vector µ and positive definite covariance matrix
Σ. The inverse of the covariance matrix (K = Σ−1) is called the concentration matrix.
In this case we have that two random variables Xα, Xβ ∈ XV are conditionally independent
given the rest of variables (Xα y Xβ|XV\{α,β}) if and only if kαβ = 0, where K = {ki j}i, j∈V =
Σ−1.
In this case, the corresponding partial correlation coefficient is zero:
ραβ.V\{α,β} =
−kαβ√
kααkββ
= 0
It is shown in reference [1], prop. 5.2, that:
ραβ.V\{α,β} = 0⇐⇒ kαβ = 0⇐⇒ (α, β) < E.
Thus, two continuous random variables are independent given the remaining ones if and
only if the corresponding element of the inverse covariance matrix is zero, and therefore,
the structure of G = (V, E) can be derived from the zero pattern of K.
We must note that in the case of a discrete and a continuous variable this procedure is not
well defined and we must find another way for looking for independence of this kind of
variables.
Chapter 4
Finding evQTLs withMixedGraphicalMarkov
Models
In this chapter we focus on how to use the theory behind mixed graphical Markov models
to find evQTLs.
1. Basics
Mixed Graphical Markov Models (GMMs) are statistical models representing probabil-
ity distributions involving discrete and continuous random variables (r.v.).
These GMMs are determined by marked graphs G = (V, E) with N marked vertices V and
with edge set E ⊆ V xV .
The set of vertices V can be partitioned as V = ∆ ∪ Γ where ∆ denote the set of discrete
variables and Γ denote the set of continuous ones. We define a discrete random variable
(r.v.) as Iδ with δ ∈ ∆, and a continuous one as Yγ with γ ∈ Γ. The entire set of them, V ,
index the vector of random variables X = (I,Y). Let p be the number of discrete variables
and q the number of continuous ones (p + q = N).
In our thesis, discrete vertices are depicted by solid circles and continuous vertices by open
ones.
We denote the joint sample space of X by
x = (i, y) = {(iδ)δ∈∆, (yγ)γ∈Γ}
where iδ are discrete values corresponding to the variables Iδ and yγ are continuous ones
corresponding to Yγ. The joint sample space defines all the possible combinations of the
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variables, and we denote the set of all possible discrete levels i as I.
We assume that continuous variables follow a multivariate normal distribution N|Γ|(µ(i),Σ(i))
conditioned on the discrete variables.
As shown in (reference [1]), we can consider that the joint distribution of the variables X
has density function f defined by:
(1) f (x) = f (i, y) = p(i)|2piΣ(i)|− 12 e− 12 (y−µ(i))T Σ(i)−1(y−µ(i))
In such a case we say that X follows a CG distribution.
The parameters (p(i), µ(i),Σ(i)) are called moment characteristics where p(i) is the prob-
ability that I = i, and µ(i) and Σ(i) are the conditional mean and the covariance matrix of Y
wich may depend on i.
If the covariance matrix is constant across the joint levels of the discrete variables in I
(Σ(i) ≡ Σ) we say that the model is homogeneous. Otherwise, the model is said to be
heterogeneous.
In our context, continuous r.v.’s Yγ correspond to genes and discrete r.v.’s Iδ to markers or
QTLs.
We can write the logarithm of the density in terms of the canonical parameters (g(i), h(i),K(i)):
log( f (i, y) = g(i) + h(i)T y − 1
2
yT K(i)y
where:
g(i) = log(p(i)) − 12 log|Σ(i)| − 12µ(i)T Σ(i)−1µ(i) − |Γ|2 log(2pi)
h(i) = Σ(i)−1µ(i)
K(i) = Σ(i)−1
The models that we study are constructed by expanding the canonical parameters as sums
of interaction terms, and such models are defined by setting higher-order interaction terms
to zero.
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Concretely, CG-distributions satisfy the Markov property if and only if their canonical
parameters are expanded into interaction terms such that only those interactions among
adjacent vertices are present (reference [1]). These terms are expanded as follows:
g(i) =
∑
d⊆∆
λd(i), hγ(i) =
∑
d⊆∆
ηd(i)γ, kγη(i) =
∑
d⊆∆
ψd(i)γη
where the interactions terms are described as:
• λd(i), with d ⊆ ∆ complete in G, are the discrete interactions among the variables
indexed by d. If d = ∅, the term λ∅ is constant.
• ηd(i)γ, with d ∪ {γ} complete in G, represent mixed linear interactions between Xγ
and the variables indexed by d.
• ψd(i)γη, with d∪{γ, η} complete in G, represent quadratic interactions between Xγ, Xη
and the variables indexed by d. If the model is homogeneous, there are not mixed
quadratic interactions, i.e., ψd(i)γη = 0 for d , ∅.
We can then express the logarithm of the density as:
log( f (i, y)) =
∑
d⊆∆
λd(i) +
∑
d⊆∆
∑
γ∈Γ
ηd(i)γyγ − 12
∑
d⊆∆
∑
γ,η∈Γ
ψd(i)γηyγyη
where λd(i) = 0 unless d is complete in G, ηd(i)γ = 0 unless d ∪ {γ} is complete in G, and
ψd(i)γη is complete in G.
A mixed GMM can be sufficiently described through the following model formula (see
[3]):
d1, ..., dr / l1, ..., ls / q1, ..., qt
where d1, ..., dr refer to discrete interactions, l1, ..., ls to linear interactions, and q1, ..., qt
refer to quadratic ones.
These three parts have the following functions:
• The discrete generators specify the expansion for g(i).
• The linear generators specify the expansion for h(i). Each linear generator contains
one continuous variable.
• The quadratic part gives the expansion for the inverse covariance matrix K(i). Each
quadratic generator must contain at least one continuous variable.
An example of this formulation is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Reference [3], pag. 66. Some hierarchical interaction models.
H+G is the class of heterogeneous graphical models, HG is the class of
homogeneous graphical models, and HD is the class of decomposable
models.
2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section we describe the expressions for the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
for the models we are interested in. Before starting deducing these expressions, we must
introduce some notation for standard sampling statistics.
Let X = {x(υ)} = {i(υ), y(υ)} be a sample of υ = 1, ..., n independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d) observations from a CG-distribution. We define:
ni = #{υ : i(υ) = i}
si =
∑
υ:i(υ)=i y(υ)
yi = si/ni
S S i =
∑
υ:i(υ)=i y(υ)(y(υ))T
S i =
∑
υ:i(υ)=i(y(υ) − yi)(y(υ) − yi)T /ni = S S i/ni − yiyTi
In the case of a CG distribution with density f as in Equation (1), the likelihood function
of a mixed GMM (p, µ,Σ) given a sample of i.i.d. observations X is:
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L(p, µ,Σ) =
N∏
k=1
f (i(k), y(k))(2)
=
∏
i∈I
pnii
∏
i∈I
|2piΣi|−
ni
2
N∏
k=1
e−
1
2 (y
(k)−µi(k) )T Σ−1i(k) (y
(k)−µi(k) )(3)
= (2pi)−N |Γ|/2
∏
i∈I
pnii
∏
i∈I
|Σi|−
ni
2
N∏
k=1
e−
1
2 (y
(k)−µi(k) )T Σ−1i(k) (y
(k)−µi(k) )(4)
Taking the logarithm and defining q = |Γ| and p = |∆| we get:
l = logL(p, µ,Σ) =
∑
i∈I
niln(pi) − Nqln(2pi)/2 −
∑
i∈I
niln|Σi|/2 −
N∑
k=1
(y(k) − µi(k) )T Σ−1i(k) (y(k) − µi(k) )/2
We can simplify the last term using:
∑
i
∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k) − µi)T Σ−1i (y(k) − µi) =
∑
i
{nitr(S iΣ−1i ) + ni(yi − µi)T Σ−1i (yi − µi)}
And the log likelihood can be expressed as:
(5)
l =
∑
i∈I
niln(pi)−Nqln(2pi)/2−
∑
i∈I
niln|Σi|/2−
∑
i
nitr(S iΣ−1i )/2−
∑
i
ni(yi−µi)T Σ−1i (yi−µi)/2
It is necessary to give expressions for the MLEs. Concretely we will focus on decompos-
able models, and as a particular case, saturated models, since all of them have concrete
properties that will help us in our study.
We introduce the following notation for decomposable models:
If f is a CG density as the one in Equation 1 and A and B are disjoint subsets of V , we
denote the marginal density of XA by f (A) and the conditional density of XB given XA = xA
by f (B|A). The full sets of densities so obtained are denoted by:
MG(A) andMG(B|A)
Lemma 1. (See [1]) If (A, B,C) is a decomposition of the graph G then we have that
MG(A ∪C) =MGA∪C
as well as:
MG(B|(A ∪C)) =MGB∪C (B|C)
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Proposition 2. (See [1]) Consider a graphical interaction model MG. If (A, B,C) is a
decomposition of G, then it holds that the maximum likelihood estimate l̂ exists if and only
if f̂ (A ∪C), f̂ (B ∪C) and f̂ (B|C) all exist and we then have:
f̂ = f̂ (A ∪C) f̂ (B|C) = f̂ (A ∪C) f̂ (B ∪C)
f̂ (C)
Proposition 3. (See [1]) If (A, B,C) is a decomposition of G and the maximum likelihood
estimate exists in the modelMG, it satisfies:
p̂i =
p̂iA∪C (A ∪C)p̂iB∪C (B ∪C)
p̂iC (C)
f̂y|i =
f̂yA∪C |iA∪C (A ∪C) f̂yB∪C |iB∪C (B ∪C)
f̂yC |iC (C)
and
ĥi =
[̂
hiA∪C (A ∪C)
]|Γ|
+
[̂
hiB∪C (B ∪C)
]|Γ| − [̂hiC (C)]|Γ|
Σ−1i = K̂i =
[
K̂iA∪C (A ∪C)
]|Γ|
+
[
K̂iB∪C (B ∪C)
]|Γ| − [K̂iC (C)]|Γ|
It can also be proved that
|Σ−1i | = |K̂i| = det{K̂i} =
det{K̂iA∪C (A ∪C)}det{K̂iB∪C (B ∪C)}
det{K̂iC (C)}
An important property for decomposable mixed GMMs is that they admit explicit MLEs.
The following propositions can be found in [1].
For simplicity, let us denote ssdi = S ini.
Proposition 4. (See [1]) In a decomposable model, the maximum likelihood estimation
exists if and only if for all cliques C of G with marginal cell iC ∈ IC, we have that niC > 0
and ssdiC (C) is positive definite. This event is almost surely equal to the event that niC ≥
|C ∩ Γ| for all C and iC.
Further, from propositions above we get:
f̂x =
k∏
j=1
f̂iC j (C j)
f̂iS j (S j)
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where C is the set of cliques of G, and S is the set of C-separators of G. S1 = ∅ and
f̂[∅] = 1. We note that the sets C j, S j are complete (saturated).
it also holds that:
p̂i =
k∏
j=1
p̂iC j (C j)
p̂iS j (S j)
=
k∏
j=1
niC j
niS j
and
f̂y|i =
k∏
j=1
f̂yC j |iC j (C j)
f̂yS j |iS j (S j)
For the estimates of h and K we find:
ĥi =
k∑
j=1
{
[ssdiC j (C j)−1siC j (C j)]|Γ| − [ssdiS j (S j)−1siS j (S j)]|Γ|
}
and
K̂i =
k∑
j=1
{
niC j [ssdiC j (C j)−1]|Γ| − niS j [ssdiS j (S j)−1]|Γ|
}
and finally we find:
detΣi =
k∏
j=1
det(ssdiC j (C j))
det(ssdiS j (S j))
From Proposition 4 it follows that the maximized likelihood function for a decomposable
model can be obtained as a suitable product of maximized likelihood functions for satu-
rated models.
Using Equation(4) and the relation
∑k
j=1 |Γ ∩ C j| − |Γ ∩ S j| = |Γ| we find that:
l f̂ = (2pi)
−N |Γ|/2N−Ne−N |Γ|/2
k∏
j=1
∏
iS j∈IS j {det(ssdiS j (S j)}
niS j /2∏
iC j∈IC j {det(ssdiC j (C j)}
niC j /2
k∏
j=1
∏
iC j∈IC j n
niC j (|Γ|∩C j |/2+1)
iC j∏
iS j∈IS j n
niS j (|Γ|∩S j |/2+1)
iS j
In the case of saturated models, where only one clique exists (the total graph), the for-
mulation above is reduced. Moreover, in saturated models we can find explicit likelihood
estimates. The following result is shown in reference [1].
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Proposition 5. (See [1]) The likelihood function for the saturated model attains its maxi-
mum if and only if ssdi is positive definite for all i ∈ I, which is almost surely equal to the
event that ni > |Γ| for all i ∈ I.
If the maximum likelihood estimate exists, it is given as having moment characteristics
equal to the empirical moments, i.e:
p̂i = ni/N, µ̂i = yi, and Σ̂i = S i
where N = |n|
For saturated models we can use directly the likelihood function given in Equation 5, since
no factorization is needed.
We can find this way the expression of the log likelihood function for the full heteroge-
neous and full homogeneous models, since they are both saturated (they are complete).
For the full heterogeneous model, we have:
• The mean of the continuous variables depends on the discrete ones: µ̂i = yi.
• The variance of the continuous variables depends on the discrete ones: Σ̂i = S i.
Plugging these values on the expression of the MLE we obtain, for the full heterogeneous
model:
l̂ f =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nqln(2pi)/2 −
∑
i
niln|S i|/2 − Nq/2
For the full homogeneous model, we have:
• The mean of the continuous variables depends on the discrete ones: µ̂i = yi.
• The variance of the continuous variables does not depend on the discrete ones: Σ̂i =
S i = S , where S =
∑
i niS i/N.
Putting these values on the expression of the MLE we obtain, for the full homogeneous
model:
l̂hf =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nqln(2pi)/2 − Nln|S |/2 − Nq/2
Definition 15. Given two modelsM0 ⊆ M1, the deviance ofM1 with respect toM0 is:
d = −2log( lM1
lM0
)
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If one has two modelsM0 ⊆ M1, the deviance difference has underM0 an asymptotic χ2
distribution with degrees of freedom given as the difference in the number of free parame-
ters between the two models (See reference [3]).
The way in which we test for conditional independence of two variables X1 and X2 given
the rest of variables, being X1, X2 both continuous or one continuous and one discrete, is
the following:
We consider as the null model the saturated modelM0, and as the alternative modelM1
the saturated model having deleted the relation between X1 and X2 (constained model).
Since both models are chordal, we can use the expressions of the likelihood functions
above, and find the deviance for the hypothesis of variable independence. Once the de-
viance computed, we can extract a p-value for the test with the χ2 distribution.
3. Models with two mixed vertices (p = q = 1)
Here we develop the formulas that give us the expression of the tests that we are going to
use in the practical part of the thesis.
We are interested in studying the possible cases when there are one discrete and one con-
tinuous vertices. We must note that in this case, it is the same to talk about marginal and
conditional dependence, since there are no other vertex affecting our system. In practice,
this equality does not hold, since we usually can obtain a third variable that affects one of
the variables in study.
Anyway, in the practical part, we will consider that we just have two vertices and we will
just consider marginal independence for our purposes.
It is the trivial case of the previous section, where we can say that we are conditioning over
the empty set. We must note that in the saturated model we just have one clique (the com-
plete graph), formed by one edge and under the constrained model we have two cliques,
that are the two vertices.
As we saw in the previous section, we can summarize the data in terms of cell counts,
means, and sample variances defined through:
n j = #{k : i(k) = j}
x j =
∑
k:i(k)= j x(k)/n j
s j =
∑
k:i(k)= j(x(k) − x j)2/n j
We note that there are three possible models we can apply for two vertices. These are:
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M0 : I/X/X
M1 : I/IX/X
M2 : I/IX/AX
In other words, the three possible models areM0, where variance and mean do not depend
on the levels of the discrete variable; M1, where just the mean does depend on the levels
of the discrete variable, andM2, where both the variance and mean depend on the discrete
variable.
Considering these models we can find three tests depending on what we are interested in
proving:
M0 ⊆ M1 compares the models of absolute independence with the one with mean de-
pendence. This implies that this is a test of equality of means assuming homogeneous
variances.
M1 ⊆ M2 compares the models where there are absolute dependence and the one where
cell means differ but the variances are constant. This way, this is a test of variance homo-
geneity.
In the end,M0 ⊆ M2 is a test of both mean and variance inequality.
Since we are interested in looking for discrete variables that affects the variance of a con-
tinuous one, we will focus on the test M1 ⊆ M2, but we will anyway develop the other
two tests.
In practice we will develop two programs: one forM0 ⊆ M1 and one forM1 ⊆ M2, and
we will use the last one in the yeast dataset.
The modelM0 states that I and X are independent, and has MLEs given by:
p̂ j = n j/N
µ̂ j = x =
∑N
k=1 x
(k)/N
σ̂ j = s0 =
∑N
k=1(x
(k) − x)2/N
The maximized log likelihood under this model is:
l̂0 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(s0)/2 − N/2
UnderM1, the cell means differ but the variances are constant. The likelihood equations
supply the MLEs as:
p̂ j = n j/N
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µ̂ j = x j =
∑
k:i(k)= j x(k)/n j
σ̂ = s =
∑
j
∑
k:i(k)= j(x(k) − x j)2/N
The maximized log likelihood underM1 is then:
l̂1 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(s)/2 − N/2
For M2 we find that since it states that the cells have different means and variances, the
MLEs are given by:
p̂ j = n j/N
µ̂ j = x j =
∑
k:i(k)= j x(k)/n j
σ̂ = s j =
∑
k:i(k)= j(x(k) − x j)2/n j
and the maximized log likelihood underM2 is:
l̂2 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(si)/2 − N/2
The details of how we developed the maximized log likelihood for our concrete models are
extensive and are shown in annex 2 in order to do not confuse the reader.
Once we know these expressions it is easy to deduce the expression of the deviance differ-
ence of the tests we are interested in:
• ForM0 ⊆ M1, we get d = Nln(s0/s)
• ForM1 ⊆ M2, we get d = Nln(s) −∑i niln(si)
We can also deduce that for both tests, under the most restrictive model, the deviance dif-
ference follows an asymptotic χ2 distribution with #I − 1 degrees of freedom, where #I is
the number of levels of the discrete variable as we see below.
Let I and Y denote the set of discrete and continuous variables respectively. Under our
hypothesis, since we just have one discrete and one continuous variables, I and Y refers
just to one variable each one. We develop the modelsM0,M1 andM2 analytically:
Let I j,i be a dummy variable with j = 1, ..., #I − 1, ie: I j,i = 1 if the i−th element has
discrete level j, and I j,i = 0 otherwise.
Since underM0 the continuous variable Y does not depend on the discrete variable I we
have:
Yi = β0 + 
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where  = N(0, σ2).
Analogously, for M1, since Y depends on I, but the discrete variable does not affect the
variance of Y , we have:
Yi = β0 + β1I1,i + β2I2,i + ... + β#I−1I#I−1,i + 
with  = N(0, σ2).
Finally, underM2, Y depends completely on I and we deduce:
Yi = β0 + β1I1,i + β2I2,i + ... + β#I−1I#A−1,i + (I)
with (I) = N(0, σ2i ).
Counting the parameters for each model we get:
• M0: 2 parameters
• M1: #I +1 parameters
• M2: 2#I parameters
where #I is the number of levels of I.
We deduce then that the deviance difference for the testsM0 ⊆ M1 andM1 ⊆ M2 follows
a χ2 distribution with #I + 1 − 2 = #I − 1 and 2#I − #I − 1 = #I − 1 degrees of freedom
respectively.
Chapter 5
Results
Here we show the results that we obtained on the practical part of our thesis.
First we created some programs to implement the two mixed vertex tests shown in previ-
ous section. All programs were developed in R (reference [5]), and can be found in annex 3.
Even that R is a powerful tool for statistical analysis, it is not very fast when working with
big data. For this reason we used the references [7] and [8] in order to optimize our func-
tions and make our programs to run faster.
In order to check if programs were well implemented, we created some simulated datasets
and used the programs on them. After that, we got a real dataset consisting on yeast sam-
ples and applied the tests on it.
Finally we look for possible epistatic effects in the genetic control of gene expressions.
1. Simulation results
We created in R the programs shown in annex 3 for the tests described before. Although
we will use them for the concrete case where the discrete variable has just two levels, we
must note that we created them in a general way, allowing the discrete variable to have any
number of levels for possible future applications.
Concretely two R functions were created:
• test.marginal 10
• test.marginal 21
Given as input a dataset, two vectors indicating the discrete and continuous columns, and
the variables to be tested, the functions above create an output for the M0 ⊆ M1 and
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M1 ⊆ M2 tests respectively.
This output is given as a htest class, that is a commonly used class in R to display the
results of statistical tests.
We then simulated the following 3000 datasets:
• 1000 random data consisting of 100 random observations and two mixed variables
satisfyingM0 (total independence).
• 1000 random data consisting of 100 random observations and two mixed variables
satisfyingM1 (mean dependence).
• 1000 random data consisting of 100 random observations and two mixed variables
satisfyingM2 (mean and variance dependence).
We then applied the functions on these datas and extracted an histogram of the p-values for
each model and test separately. This way we obtained the histograms shown in Figures 1,
2 and 3 of this chapter.
Since we know that under the null hypothesis the distribution of p-values must follow an
uniform distribution, and under the alternative hypothesis the p-values must be near zero,
we checked that the programs were working well.
Fig. 1. Distribution of p-values for the tests described in the section 3
of the previous chapter, for a random data satisfying M0. On the left
we have the distribution of the p-values for the test of mean dependence
(p10), and on the right for the test of variance dependence (p21). Since
data underM0 has mean and variance independence , the p-values must
follow an uniform distribution under H0 in both cases.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of p-values for the tests described in the section 3
of the previous chapter, for a random data satisfying M1. On the left
we have the distribution of the p-values for the test of mean dependence
(p10), and on the right for the test of variance dependence (p21). Since
data underM1 has mean dependence and variance independence , the p-
values must be near zero under H0 for p10, and have uniform distribution
under H0 for p21.
Fig. 3. Distribution of p-values for the tests described in the section 3
of the previous chapter, for a random data satisfying M2. On the left
we have the distribution of the p-values for the test of mean dependence
(p10), and on the right for the test of variance dependence (p21). Since
data under M2 has mean and variance dependence , the p-values must
be near zero under H0 in both cases.
2. Yeast Dataset
We analyzed a real dataset consisting on yeast samples, used in the Phd thesis of Inma Tur
(reference [2]).
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This dataset consists on 112 rows (samples) and 8073 columns (variables). The variables
are divided into 1857 discrete variables (markers) and 6216 continuous ones (genes). The
1857 markers have two levels each one: 1 and 2, showing from which parent strain the
allele at the marker belongs to.
From the Phd thesis of Inma Tur we also extracted a table of eQTLs, that is, a list of mark-
ers directly affecting the mean of a gene. Concretely there were 500 pairs of markers and
genes showing a conditional dependence between the marker and the corresponding gene.
As expected, all the pairs on the eQTL data showed a very low p-value on our test of mean
dependence (test.marginal 10), confirming the well functionality of our program.
We applied the second function (test.marginal 21) to those eQTLs in order to look for
markers not only affecting the mean of a gene but also its variance.
To this end we used the corresponding program shown in annex 3, and extracted a p-value
histogram and a boxplot for each pair showing a p-value of less than 0.1.
We must note that at this moment we do not correct for multiple testing, since we will do
it in the next step of our thesis.
In Figure 4 we can see the p-values distribution for both functions on the eQTLs. On Fig-
ures 5 and 6 we show some of the boxplots obtained for the best and worse p-values of the
variance test. In appendix 4 there is a bigger list of diagrams we obtained.
Finally we studied all pairs in the yeast dataset, appearing or not in the eQTL list. This
way we looked for markers not showing an association with the mean of the gene but with
its variance.
To this end we only applied the function test.marginal 21 to all the pairs. Due to the time
required to run the program over all the possible pairs, we used a function that allows us
the use of multiple CPU cores. Even with that, the program takes about three hours to run.
We found that there were several genes whose variance depend on too many markers. We
plotted the box plots for some of those genes and found that some of them had possible
outliers (see Figure 7).
Since mean and variance are sensitive to outliers, we used a program to detect possible
outliers and did not take into account genes with at least one outlier. Concretely we used
the grubbs test, in package ”outliers” (see [11]), and removed genes with a p-value on the
grubbs test bigger than 0.01. Even that this way we considered less genes than we had
originally, the pairs reported by our tests were more reliable. Two examples of genes with
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Fig. 4. Distribution of p-values for the tests described in the section 3 of
the previous chapter, for the eQTL data. On the left there is the distri-
bution for the mean test, while on the right it is the distribution for the
variance test. Since these eQTLs are found such that are dependent of
the gene expression mean, we observe that the p-value for the first test is
almost zero.
Fig. 5. Boxplots for the two pairs of the eQTL data showing best p-
values on the variance test.
and without outliers found through the grubbs test are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respec-
tively.
Once applied the variance test and assigned a p-value to each possible pair without outliers,
we did multitest correction, and just pairs having a false discovery rate (FDR) smaller that
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Fig. 6. Boxplots for the two pairs of the eQTL data showing worst p-
values on the variance test.
Fig. 7. An example of a gene with a possible outlier. Test variance for
this example is positive, but it is possibly due to the presence of this point
over 2.5.
0.05 were considered true.
We obtained this way 2252 gene-marker pairs showing a small enough p-value under the
variance test. A table of the number of genes that have n markers affecting its variance is
shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 8. Gene expression of the gene with the smallest p-value of the
grubbs test.
Fig. 9. Gene expression of the gene with the biggest p-value of the
grubbs test.
We find on this pairs some included on the eQTL dataset, as well as new ones. In Figure 10
we show a pair not included on the eQTL list (marker does not affecting the gene mean),
but with variance dependence.
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Table 1. Number of genes which variance depends on n markers. There
are 74 genes which variance depends just on 1 marker, 42 which variance
depends on 2 markers, etc.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Freq 74 42 27 14 17 20 22 26 7 8
n 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Freq 7 7 5 2 4 4 6 4 5 4
n 21 22 25 26 28 29 33 35 36
Freq 1 2 2 5 3 3 1 1 1
Fig. 10. Gene whose mean is not affected by the marker, but whose vari-
ance is.
An evQTL can be sometimes explained by the epistatic effect of two variants affecting the
expression of the gene (see [9]). In order to find such possible epistatic effects we focus on
genes having two evQTLs (n = 42). Although we could also consider those having more
than two evQTs, it is important to note that once we consider the joint levels we obtain less
samples as we consider more markers, making impossible to obtain big enough samples
considering genes with more than two evQTLs in this dataset.
Considering those 42 genes we join the discrete levels in such a way that we obtain four
levels: 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1 and 2, 2, for each gene and its two markers, where the first index
refers to one marker and the second one to the other marker affecting the variance of the
gene.
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Next we do the box plots for these genes and look for possible epistatic effects. In Figure
11, 12 and 13 we see three examples of these genes with two associated markers. In annex
4 there are more examples of box plots of this kind of genes.
Fig. 11. Gene with two associated evQTLs. On the left we see the pairs
evQTL-gene. On the right there is the same gene with both evQTLs but
having joined the levels of the discrete variables into the joint levels. In
this case we can not talk about epistatic effects.
Fig. 12. Gene with two associated evQTLs. On the left we see the pairs
evQTL-gene. On the right there is the same gene with both evQTLs but
having joined the levels of the discrete variables into the joint levels. It
is an example of a possible linear effect over the joint levels of the two
markers.
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Fig. 13. Gene with two associated evQTLs. On the left we see the pairs
evQTL-gene. On the right there is the same gene with both evQTLs
but having joined the levels of the discrete variables into the joint levels.
Here we see a possible epistatic effect of the evQTLs on the gene expres-
sion.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
We found that GMMs were a good methodology for our purposes, and could develop con-
crete models for the kind of data we were interested in.
With the developed methodology we located some genetic variants affecting gene expres-
sion that could not be found just with a mean test, although we also found that some of
them were also affecting the gene expression’s mean.
Considering epistatic effects as a possible reason of those evQTLs, we found that some of
the variants had a behavior according to this hypothesis, although in some cases there were
not enough samples in the joint levels to ensure it.
We must also note that the developed programs in R were done in such a way that can be
applied to other datas where the discrete variables have more than two levels, increasing
their possible applications.
We found, that the marginal approach is suitable in most of the cases, included our thesis
objectives. Anyway, if one would like to develop this thesis further, there are a couple of
ways to continue our approaches that we found in the literature.
The first way is related to the χ2 distribution. Since we used an asymptotic test, it can not
be used in all of the cases because one needs a minimum number of samples in order to be
reliable. One possible solution to this problem is to use Box-type distributions instead, as
pointed in [1] and [3].
On the other hand, using such distributions one can extend the methodology to the condi-
tional case, although the parameters for this approach are not defined in our references.
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Chapter 7
Annexes
1. Maximum Cardinality Search
Maximum Cardinality search is an algorithm to check the chordality of a graph G = (V, E).
It processes each vertex and terminates with success of and only if the graph is chordal (or
triangulated). Otherwise it is stopped.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(|V | + |E|).
The algorithm is:
1) Set i = 0 and V∗ = ∅
2) Choose any vertex v ∈ V
3) Set i = i + 1, label v as v[i] and set V∗ = V∗ ∪ {v[i]}
4) If |V∗| = |V | then G is chordal
5) Choose any vertex v ∈ V\V∗ such that maximizes the cardinality of bd(v) ∩ V∗
6) If bd(v) ∩ V∗ is not complete, then G is not chordal. Otherwise repeat from 3.
We now see two examples of this algorithm:
Example 1. First we check chordality for the graph shown in Figure 1. It is the example
shown in section 3.2.
1) We set i = 0 and V∗ = ∅.
2) v = 1
3) i = 1; v = 1[1]; V∗ = {1[1]}.
4) |V∗| = 1 , |V | = 12.
5) v = 2
6) bd(2) ∩ 1 = G1 that is complete
7) We repeat from 3: i = 2; v = 2[2]; V∗ = {1[1], 2[2]}.
8) |V∗| = 2 , |V | = 12.
9) v = 3
10) bd(3) ∩ V∗ = G1,2 that is complete
11) We repeat from 3: i = 3; v = 3[3]; V∗ = {1[1], 2[2], 3[3]}.
12) |V∗| = 3 , |V | = 12.
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Fig. 1. Example 1 for the maximum cardinality search algorithm. On
the left: we see the graph for which we are checking the chordality. On
the right: we see the numbering of the vertices from 1 to 7. In vertex
7 the algorithm is broken, and in blue there is the 5-length cycle that is
breaking the chordality’s definition
13) v = 4
14) bd(4) ∩ V∗ = G2,3 that is complete
15) We repeat from 3: i = 4; v = 4[4]; V∗ = {1[1], 2[2], 3[3], 4[4]}.
16) |V∗| = 4 , |V | = 12.
17) v = 5
18) bd(5) ∩ V∗ = G2,4 that is complete
19) We repeat from 3: i = 5; v = 5[5]; V∗ = {1[1], 2[2], 3[3], 4[4], 5[5]}.
20) |V∗| = 5 , |V | = 12.
21) v = 6
22) bd(6) ∩ V∗ = G3,4 that is complete
23) We repeat from 3: i = 6; v = 6[6]; V∗ = {1[1], 2[2], 3[3], 4[4], 5[5], 6[6]}.
24) |V∗| = 6 , |V | = 12.
25) v = 7
26) bd(7) ∩ V∗ = G4,5,6 that is not complete. So we finish and deduce that G = (V, E) is
not chordal.
Example 2. We now check chordality for the graph in Figure 2.
1) We set i = 0 and V∗ = ∅.
2) v = g
3) i = 1; V∗ = {g[1]}.
4) |V∗| = 1 , |V | = 7.
5) v = e
6) bd(e) ∩ V∗ = Gg that is complete
7) We repeat from 3: i = 2; v = e[2]; V∗ = {g[1], e[2]}.
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Fig. 2. Example 2 for the maximum cardinality search algorithm. The
graph shown is chordal, and the maximum cardinality search produces a
perfect numbering of the vertices on it.
8) |V∗| = 2 , |V | = 7.
9) v = d
10) bd(d) ∩ V∗ = Gg,e that is complete
11) We repeat from 3: i = 3; v = d[3]; V∗ = {g[1], e[2], d[3]}.
12) |V∗| = 3 , |V | = 7.
13) v = c
14) bd(c) ∩ V∗ = Ge,d that is complete
15) We repeat from 3: i = 4; v = c[4]; V∗ = {g[1], e[2], d[3], c[4]}.
16) |V∗| = 4 , |V | = 7.
17) v = f
18) bd( f ) ∩ V∗ = Ge,d that is complete
19) We repeat from 3: i = 5; v = b[5]; V∗ = {g[1], e[2], d[3], c[4], f [5]}.
20) |V∗| = 5 , |V | = 7.
21) v = b
22) bd(b) ∩ V∗ = Gc that is complete
23) We repeat from 3: i = 6; v = b[6]; V∗ = {g[1], e[2], d[3], c[4], f [5], b[6]}.
24) |V∗| = 6 , |V | = 7.
25) v = a
26) bd(a) ∩ V∗ = Gb that is complete.
27) We repeat from 3: i = 7; v = a[7]; V∗ = {g[1], e[2], d[3], c[4], f [5], b[6], a[7]}.
28) |V∗| = 7 , |V | = 7. Then G = (V, E) is chordal.
We note that the algorithm produced a perfect numbering of vertices: V∗ = {g[1], e[2], d[3], c[4], f [5], b[6], a[7]}
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2. Maximum Likelihood
In this annex we develop the expressions of the equations shown in section 4.3. Con-
cretely we are interested in finding the expression of the maximized log likelihood under
the modelsM0,M1 andM2 in the case of having one discrete and one continuous variable.
We saw that the expression of the log-likelihood can be written as:
(6)
l =
∑
i
niln(pi)−Nqln(2pi)/2−
∑
i
niln|Σi|/2−
∑
i
nitr(S iΣ−1i )/2−
∑
i
ni(yi − µi)T Σ−1i (yi − µi)/2
We must note that in this case we have q = 1 (one continuous variable), and we thus deduce
that, for fixed i:
• (yi − µi) ∈ R1, and so (yi − µi)T = (yi − µi).
• Σi ∈ R1, and so Σ−1i = 1Σi and |Σi| = Σi.
• S iΣ−1i ∈ R1, and so tr(S iΣ−1i ) = S iΣ−1i = S iΣi .
Substituting those expressions in Equation (6) we get that in our case (q = 1):
l =
∑
i
niln(pi) − Nln(2pi)/2 −
∑
i
niln(Σi)/2 −
∑
i
ni
S i
Σi
/2 −
∑
i
ni(yi − µi)2 1
Σi
/2
For simplicity we split the formula above in three sub-equations:
A =
∑
i niln(pi) − Nln(2pi)/2 −∑i niln(Σi)/2
B =
∑
i ni
S i
Σi
/2
C =
∑
i ni(yi − µi)2 1Σi /2
in such a way that
lMm = AMm − BMm −CMm
where AMm , BMm and CMm denote the terms A, B and C respectively for the corresponding
modelMm, and lMm is the log-likelihood estimation for that model.
ForM0 the estimates of the maximum likelihood are given by:
p̂ j = n j/N
µ̂ j = x =
∑N
k=1 x
(k)/N
σ̂ j = s0 =
∑N
k=1 (x
(k) − x)2/N
Substituting in the equation AM0 we get:
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AM0 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 −
∑
i
niln(s0)/2
=
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − ln(s0)/2
∑
i
ni
=
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(s0)/2
For BM0 we have:
BM0 =
∑
i
ni
S i
2s0
=
∑
i
ni
(∑k:i(k)=i (y(k) − yi)2/ni
2s0
)
=
1
2s0
∑
i
(
ni
∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k) − yi)2/ni)
and for CM0 :
CM0 =
∑
i
ni(yi −
∑N
k=1
y(k)
N )
2
2s0
=
1
2s0
∑
i
ni(yi −
N∑
k=1
y(k)
N
)2
Joining expressions BM0 and CM0 we get:
BM0 + CM0 =
1
2s0
[∑
i
(
ni
∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k) − yi)2/ni) + ∑
i
ni(yi −
N∑
k=1
y(k)
N
)2
]
=
1
2s0
[∑
i
ni
( ∑
k:i(k)=i
((y(k) − yi)2/ni) + (yi − y)2
)]
Using that S i =
∑
k:i(k)=i(y(k) − yi)2/ni =
∑
k:i(k)=i((y(k))2/ni) − y2i , (a − b)2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab,
and that s0 =
∑N
k=1 (x
(k) − x)2/N we have:
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BM0 + CM0 =
N
2
∑N
k=1 (y(k) − y)2
∑
i
ni
(( ∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k))2
ni
) − yi2 + yi2 + y2 − 2yiy)
=
N
2
∑N
k=1 (y(k) − y)2
∑
i
ni
(( ∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k))2
ni
)
+ y2 − 2yiy
)
=
N
2
∑N
k=1 (y(k) − y)2
∑
i
ni
(( ∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k))2
ni
)
+ y2 − 2( ∑
k:i(k)=i
y(k)
ni
)
y
)
=
N
2
∑N
k=1 (y(k) − y)2
∑
i
(( ∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k))2
) − 2y ∑
k:i(k)=i
y(k) + niy
2)
We note that:
• ∑i ∑k:i(k)=i(y(k))2 = ∑Nk=1(y(k))2
• ∑i 2y ∑k:i(k)=i(y(k)) = ∑Nk=1 2y(y(k))
• ∑i niy2 = Ny2 = ∑Nk=1 y2
And follows:
BM0 + CM0 =
N
2
∑N
k=1 (y(k) − y)2
( N∑
k=1
((y(k))2 − 2yy(k) + y2)
=
N
2
∑N
k=1 (y(k) − y)2
N∑
k=1
(y(k) − y)2
=
N
2
Finally, joining the expressions AM0 , BM0 and CM0 we get:
l̂0 = lM0 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(s0)/2 − N/2
In a similar way we find the expression for l̂1, where the MLEs are:
p̂ j = n j/N
µ̂ j = x j
σ̂ j = s =
∑
j
∑
k:i(k)= j (x(k) − x j)2/N
For AM1 , BM1 and CM1 we get, respectively:
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AM1 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 −
∑
i
niln(s)/2
=
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(s)/2
BM1 =
∑
i
ni
S i
2s
=
1
2s
∑
i
(
ni
∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k) − yi)2/ni)
=
1
2s
∑
i
( ∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k) − yi)2)
=
N
2
∑
j
(∑
k:i(k)= j (y(k) − y j)2
) ∑
i
( ∑
k:i(k)=i
(y(k) − yi)2)
=
N
2
and
CM1 =
∑
i
ni(yi − yi)2
2s
= 0
The log likelihood function forM1 is:
l̂1 = lM1 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 − Nln(s)/2 − N/2
Finally we find the expression of the log likelihood forM2, where we have:
p̂ j = n j/N
µ̂ j = x j
σ̂ j = s j
And then:
AM2 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 −
∑
i
niln(si)/2
BM2 =
∑
i
ni
S i
2si
=
∑
i
ni
2
= N/2
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and
CM2 =
∑
i
ni(yi − yi)2
2si
= 0
and follows:
l̂2 = lM2 =
∑
i
niln(ni/N) − Nln(2pi)/2 −
∑
niln(si)/2 − N/2
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3. Programs
In this section we show the R programs that we developed for the project.
First there are the subprograms for the mean and variance tests shown in previous sections.
After those two subprograms we write the main program that aim to find the genes and
markers being affected by both variance and mean.
In the end we find the last program, that searches for genes and markers being affected by
variance, independently of the mean.
3.1. Subprograms: mean and variance dependence. Here we develop the programs
that will be used later in main programs. Concretely there are two subroutines: test.marginal 10
and test.marginal 21.
test.marginal 10 computes the formula of the deviance forM1 with respect toM0. Once
the deviance (d10) is computed, we assign to it a p-value (p10) using the χ2 distribution
with nlevels − 1 degrees of freedom, where nlevels denotes the number of levels of the
discrete variable.
It has as input 5 elements:
• X is the matrix which columns are variables and rows are samples.
• I denotes the columns that correspond to discrete variables.
• Analogously, Y denotes the columns that correspond to continuous variables.
• i and j are the variables (columns) for which we want to check mean dependence and
it must hold that i ∈ I and j ∈ Y .
The program returns an element of the class htest with all the parameters.
library(Matrix)
test.marginal_10 <- function (X, I, Y, i, j)
{
if(is.character(i) == TRUE)
{
i<-match(i, colnames(genoexprdata))
}
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if(is.numeric(j) == FALSE)
{
j<-match(j, colnames(genoexprdata))
}
temp <- na.omit(X[,c(i,j)])
U <- split(temp[,2], temp[,1], drop=FALSE)
nlevels <- length(U)
N <- nrow(temp)
x <- mean(temp[,2])
s <- sum(unlist(lapply(as.list(1:length(U)), function(i, x, N)
(length(x[[i]])-1)*var(x[[i]])/N, U, N)))
s0 <- (N-1)*var(temp[,2])/N
d10 <- N*log(s0/s)
p10 <- pchisq(q=d10, df=(nlevels-1), lower.tail=FALSE)
df <- c(df=nlevels-1)
H0 <- c("difference in variances" = 0)
dev <- c("deviance" = d10)
RVAL <- list(statistic=dev,
parameter=df,
p.value=p10,
estimate=NULL,
null.value=H0,
alternative="two.sided",
method="Marginal test for mean difference, considering
variance homogeneity", data.name=paste(colnames(X)[i], "and", colnames(X)[j]) )
class(RVAL) <- "htest"
return(RVAL)
}
On the other hand, test.marginal 21 computes the formula of the deviance for M2 with
respect toM1, and has the same inputs and outputs as test.marginal 10.
test.marginal_21 <- function (X, I, Y, i, j)
{
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if(is.character(i) == TRUE)
{
i<-match(i, colnames(genoexprdata))
}
if(is.numeric(j) == FALSE)
{
j<-match(j, colnames(genoexprdata))
}
temp <- na.omit(X[,c(i,j)])
U <- split(temp[,2], temp[,1], drop=FALSE)
nlevels <- length(U)
N <- nrow(temp)
x <- mean(temp[,2])
xi <- c()
for(k in 1:nlevels)
{
xi[k] <- mean( U[[k]] )
}
s <- 0
for(k in 1:nlevels)
{
s <- s + sum( (U[[k]] - xi[k])ˆ2/N )
}
si <- c()
for(k in 1:nlevels)
{
si[k] <- sum( (U[[k]] - xi[k])ˆ2/length(U[[k]]) )
}
d21 <- N*log(s)
for(k in 1:nlevels)
{
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d21 <- d21 - length(U[[k]])*log(si[k])
}
p21 <- pchisq(q=d21, df=(nlevels-1), lower.tail=FALSE)
df <- c(df=nlevels-1)
H0 <- c("difference in variances" = 0)
dev <- c("deviance" = d21)
RVAL <- list(statistic=dev,
parameter=df,
p.value=p21,
estimate=NULL,
null.value=H0,
alternative="two.sided",
method="Marginal test for variance homogeneity, considering mean
homogeneity", data.name=paste(colnames(X)[i], "and", colnames(X)[j]) )
class(RVAL) <- "htest"
return(RVAL)
}
In order to check the well functionality of those programs we create 3000 random data,
1000 of which satisfyM0, 1000M1 and 1000M2, each data containing 100 samples of
the corresponding model. We use the programs in these data and check if the p-values
follow the expected distribution.
One can redo this prove using the following program:
nd<-2
n<-100
#------------
#M0 TRUE
#------------
p10 <- c()
p21 <- c()
for(l in 1:1000)
{
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I <- list()
Matrix <- c()
Matrix <- cbind(sample(1:nd, size=n, replace=TRUE), rnorm(n))
p10[l]<-test.marginal_10(Matrix, 1, 2, 1, 2)$p.value
p21[l]<-test.marginal_21(Matrix, 1, 2, 1, 2)$p.value
}
#-------------------------------------------------------------
png(file="M0_test_p10.png", bg="transparent")
hist(p10, main="Histogram of p10 with M0 TRUE")
dev.off()
png(file="M0_test_p21.png", bg="transparent")
hist(p21, main="Histogram of p21 with M0 TRUE")
dev.off()
#-------------------------------------------------------------
#------------
#M1 TRUE
#------------
p10 <- c()
p21 <- c()
for(l in 1:1000)
{
I <- list()
Matrix <- c()
for(i in 1:nd)
{
I[[i]] <- cbind( rep(i, n/nd), rnorm(n/nd, mean=sample(1:100, 1) ) )
Matrix <- rbind(Matrix, I[[i]])
}
p10[l]<-test.marginal_10(Matrix, 1, 2, 1, 2)$p.value
p21[l]<-test.marginal_21(Matrix, 1, 2, 1, 2)$p.value
}
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#-------------------------------------------------------------
png(file="M1_test_p10.png", bg="transparent")
hist(p10, main="Histogram of p10 with M1 TRUE")
dev.off()
png(file="M1_test_p21.png", bg="transparent")
hist(p21, main="Histogram of p21 with M1 TRUE")
dev.off()
#-------------------------------------------------------------
#------------
#M2 TRUE
#------------
p10 <- c()
p21 <- c()
sd <- c()
for(i in 1:nd)
{
sd[i] <- (i-1) / (nd-1)
}
sd[1] <- 0.1
for(l in 1:1000)
{
I <- list()
Matrix <- c()
for(i in 1:nd)
{
I[[i]] <- cbind( rep(i, n/nd), rnorm(n/nd, mean=sample(1:100, 1),
sd=sd[i]) )
Matrix <- rbind(Matrix, I[[i]])
}
p10[l]<-test.marginal_10(Matrix, 1, 2, 1, 2)$p.value
p21[l]<-test.marginal_21(Matrix, 1, 2, 1, 2)$p.value
}
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#-------------------------------------------------------------
png(file="M2_test_p10.png", bg="transparent")
hist(p10, main="Histogram of p10 with M2 TRUE")
dev.off()
png(file="M2_test_p21.png", bg="transparent")
hist(p21, main="Histogram of p21 with M2 TRUE")
dev.off()
#-------------------------------------------------------------
3.2. Subprograms: eQTLs program. Once proven the subroutines for both tests, we
show the program that we apply to the yeast dataset.
Before using the routines among all possible pairs in the dataset, we first look for genes
such that its expression’s mean is affected by genotype, and use the variance test with them.
Those genes were found by Inma Tur et al. ([2]), so we import the list of these genes and
apply our new programs. The list of genes is stored in ”eQTLqpgraphBremData.RData”,
named as ”genoexprdata”.
load("eQTLqpgraphBremData.RData")
X <- genoexprdata
I <- c(range(match(markers, colnames(X)))[1]:range(match(markers,
colnames(X)))[2])
Y <- c(range(match(genes, colnames(X)))[1]:range(match(genes,
colnames(X)))[2])
p_var <- c()
p_mean <- c()
vector <- c()
pdf( file="eQTL1.pdf", height=5, width=5, useDingbats=FALSE)
for(k in 1:nrow(eQTLs))
{
i <- eQTLs$QTL[k]
j <- eQTLs$gene[k]
p_var[k] <- test.marginal_21( X, I, Y, i, j)$p.value
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p_mean[k] <- test.marginal_10( X, I, Y, i, j)$p.value
}
hist(p_var, main=paste("Histogram of p-values for the variance test",
"\n", "for eQTLs") )
hist(p_mean, main=paste("Histogram of p-values for the mean test",
"\n", "for eQTLs") )
sorted <- sort(p_var, index.return=TRUE)
pvalues <- sorted[[1]]
index <- sorted[[2]]
for(k in 1:nrow(eQTLs))
{
if(pvalues[k] < 0.1)
{
vector <- c(vector, k)
boxplot(genoexprdata[, eQTLs[index[k], "gene"]] ˜
genoexprdata[, eQTLs[index[k], "QTL"]],
main= paste("gene", eQTLs$gene[index[k]] , ", genotip", eQTLs$QTL[index[k]] ))
points(jitter(genoexprdata[, eQTLs[index[k], "QTL"]]),
genoexprdata[, eQTLs[index[k], "gene"]], pch=19)
}
}
dev.off()
3.3. Subprograms: evQTLs along all pairs. Here we show the program created to look
for evQTLs along all possible pairs of the yeast data. Is is a continuation of the previous
programs so we do not reassign the variables.
First we expand the discrete and continuous variables I, Y to create a list of all possible
pairs (allpairs), and then we compute the p-value for the test.marginal 21 program.
Once having assigned a p-value to every pair we adjust for multitest with false discovery
rate.
We must note that this program is used twice in our thesis:
• With all pairs, as shown above.
• With all pairs without taking into account genes with possible outliers.
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When we delete genes with outliers we again run this program, with Y being shorter.
Finally, we create a table for the number of genes with n assigned evQTLs.
allpairs <- expand.grid(I, Y)
colnames(allpairs) <- c("i", "j")
head(allpairs)
library(BiocParallel)
pv21 <- unlist(bplapply(as.list(1:nrow(allpairs)),
function(i, allpairs, X, I, Y)
test.marginal_21(X, I, Y, allpairs$i[i],
allpairs$j[i])$p.value,
allpairs, X, I, Y, BPPARAM=MulticoreParam(workers=10)))
padj <- p.adjust(pv21, method="fdr")
allpairs_fdr1 <- allpairs[padj < 0.01, ]
allpairs_fdr1_x_gene <- split(allpairs_fdr1$i, allpairs_fdr1$j)
table(sapply(allpairs_fdr1_x_gene, length))
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4. Diagrams and tables
First we show a list of the 15 eQTLs found by Inma Tur et al. ([2]) with best and worst p-
values for the variance test resulting from the program test.marginal 21. The table below
is ordered by the p-values of our test. Next to it we find the box plots for the 5 pairs with
best p-value, and the 5 with worst p-value respectively.
chrom location QTL gene pvalues
3 96.564037 6829 at x02 YIL015W 1.60E − 30
4 163.509924 6453 at x15 YDR040C 2.95E − 30
4 163.509924 6453 at x15 YDR038C 3.57E − 27
12 168.844038 9825 s at x14 YLR157C 4.38E − 27
5 40.785535 5724 at x00 YEL021W 6.97E − 27
12 168.875721 9825 s at x07 YLR158C 6.33E − 25
3 96.564037 6829 at x02 YNL145W 4.29E − 24
12 162.015913 9830 at x10 YLR155C 1.11E − 23
3 96.564037 6829 at x02 YCR097W.A 3.08E − 23
3 96.563556 6829 at x01 YCR097W 1.15E − 21
4 163.509924 6453 at x15 YDR039C 1.44E − 21
3 96.563556 6829 at x01 YKL209C 8.29E − 21
12 168.875721 9825 s at x07 YLR160C 6.43E − 20
12 168.895883 9825 s at x03 YLR155C 1.45E − 19
3 96.564037 6829 at x02 YFL026W 5.78E − 19
3 48.10275 6912 at x09 YCL017C 0.927521367
4 384.451945 6081 at x10 YDR378C 0.930104962
7 187.313372 5023 at x00 YGR012W 0.949624247
4 367.549192 6095 at x06 YDR357C 0.95316553
10 130.688824 11022 at x08 Y JR008W 0.961723933
5 64.385701 5714 at x03 YER022W 0.963741573
4 460.127005 5946 at x00 YDR524C 0.971133542
14 148.856601 9003 at x07 YNL118C 0.97402633
14 204.65928 8739 at x08 YNL040W 0.9744902
11 168.275509 10403 at x15 YKL006C.A 0.977398751
15 47.387467 8650 at x11 YOL092W 0.979653812
4 180.459195 6435 at x09 YDR089W 0.980227106
4 354.791139 6121 at x01 YDR339C 0.980329484
10 172.106878 10958 at x14 Y JR074W 0.984493678
10 194.165002 10913 at x03 Y JR127C 0.997535953
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Now we show the table for genes with two associated evQTLs:
evQTL 1 evQTL 2 gene
10059 at x00 10060 at x04 YPL248C
8016 at x08 8065 at x02 YDL220C
9875 at x11 9878 at x08 YFL023W
7083 at x10 7039 at x05 YFL042C
4023 s at x01 8707 at x08 YFR008W
9949 at x05 9956 at x07 YIL067C
6908 at x10 6802 at x12 YFR030W
9687 at x04 9688 at x10 Y JR155W
4480 at x12 4484 s at x02 YHR043C
8170 at x09 8170 at x08 Y MR132C
4484 s at x02 4491 at x08 YPL192C
8687 at x14 8691 at x08 YPL082C
6829 at x01 6829 at x02 YLR040C
7777 at x07 7777 at x08 YBL068W
9596 at x00 9597 at x10 Y ML093W
6900 at x13 6908 at x10 YGR267C
2105 s at x07 4579 at x15 YOR095C
5777 at x02 5777 at x03 YEL057C
7968 at x04 7932 at x02 YBR196C
11286 at x11 11302 at x01 YDR325W
11297 at x12 11298 at x10 YGR188C
8583 at x10 8586 at x12 YPR071W
10990 at x14 10993 at x12 Y JR015W
7452 at x15 7462 at x04 YLL062C
10628 at x15 10630 at x12 YDR468C
2699 at x07 8618 at x04 YGR160W
8082 at x01 8683 at x12 YPL191C
7367 at x13 7367 at x10 YDR259C
6908 at x10 6912 at x09 YPL181W
7089 at x04 7090 at x10 Y JL121C
5537 at x07 5537 at x08 Y JR162C
2749 s at x02 9581 at x09 Y JL127C
4602 at x01 4713 at x06 YCR095C
6908 at x10 6802 at x12 YOR108W
6907 at x15 10041 at x05 Y MR304C.A
8760 at x06 8962 at x11 YOR110W
8961 at x10 8760 at x08 YGL238W
7746 at x08 7746 at x06 YLR084C
9242 i at x03 9522 at x06 YGL216W
10998 at x03 11009 at x02 YLL017W
9834 at x08 10371 at x03 YLL013C
7101 at x08 7057 at x03 YLR098C
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In the end we finish with some additional images for the genes with two associated evQTLs.
We note that there are several different cases that we find in this dataset, with different pos-
sible interpretations.
The most problematic point here are the cases where there are no enough samples in some
of the boxes.
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